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[Intro]
Bm    G    Em    A

[Verse 1]
Bm
I heard you tonight
       G
Like a line of a melody
      Em
And I heard you tonight
A           Bm
 So I ll toast to the times
            G
Playing out in a cemetery
           Em
Yeah I ll toast to the times
A                              Bm
  Cause I m falling for every sign
                   G                   Em
Calling out for you, calling out for me
                A                        Bm
Chasing the sounds till I have you by my side
                   G                   Em
Calling out for you, calling out for me
          A
Till we rewind

[Pre-Chorus]
             Bm
You ll be my sad song, sad song
G
Got you on the beat
        Em                 A
Play my sad song into the night
             Bm
You ll be my sad song, sad song
G
Hardest to believe
        Em                      A
That my sad song s all that remains

[Chorus]
                  Bm



You got me on the line
    G              Em     A
(To find, yeah, to find)
                  Bm
You got me on the line
    G              Em     A
(To find, yeah, to find)
                  Bm
You got me on the line
G           Em
  Me on the line

[Verse 2]
A          Bm
  Some say love never dies
      G
But a bullet went into me
         Em
And I ve lost every fight
A          Bm
  One more drink for the ride
        G
Pull me out of my misery
         Em
And I ll fall to the fire
A                              Bm
  Cause I m falling for every sign
                   G                   Em
Calling out for you, calling out for me
                A                        Bm
Chasing the sounds till I have you by my side
                   G                   Em
Calling out for you, calling out for me
          A
Till we rewind

[Pre-Chorus]
             Bm
You ll be my sad song, sad song
G
Got you on the beat
        Em                 A
Play my sad song into the night
             Bm
You ll be my sad song, sad song
G
Hardest to believe
        Em                      A
That my sad song s all that remains

[Chorus]
                  Bm
You got me on the line



    G              Em     A
(To find, yeah, to find)
                  Bm
You got me on the line
    G              Em     A
(To find, yeah, to find)
                  Bm
You got me on the line

[Bridge]
            Em
Everywhere I go
        G
Somehow I know
       A
It s okay
              Bm
If I believe it
                   G
 Cause everywhere I go
              Em         A
Somehow you re close to me

[Pre-Chorus]
             Bm
You ll be my sad song, sad song
G
Got you on the beat
        Em                 A
Play my sad song into the night
             Bm
You ll be my sad song, sad song
G
Hardest to believe
        Em                      A
That my sad song s all that remains

[Outro]
                  Bm
You got me on the line
    G              Em     A
(To find, yeah, to find)
                  Bm
You got me on the line
    G              Em     A
(To find, yeah, to find)
                  Bm
You got me on the line 


